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• Background: Broadest Reasonable Interpretation
• “During patent examination, the pending claims must be ‘given their broadest 

reasonable interpretation consistent with the specification.’” MPEP § 2111.
• “Because applicant has the opportunity to amend the claims during prosecution, 

giving a claim its broadest reasonable interpretation will reduce the possibility 
that the claim, once issued, will be interpreted more broadly than is justified.” 
MPEP § 2111.

• Issue: Are conditional limitations afforded patentable weight under the 
broadest reasonable interpretation?

• Outcome: Depends on whether the claim is a method claim or a system claim
• Method claim – Conditional limitation that is not required to be performed is not 

afforded patentable weight
• System claim – Conditional limitation is afforded patentable weight

EX PARTE SCHULHAUSER, APPEAL NO. 2013-007847
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• Decided April 29, 2016; Designated Precedential in October 2016

• 60 PTAB Decisions cite Schulhauser

• All except for one post-Schulhauser decision interpreted BRI of method claim 
as not requiring a conditional limitation
• The one exception: Ex parte Hehenberger, Appeal No. 2015-007421 (Jan. 31, 

2016)

• Several post-Schulhauser decisions contrast method and system claims, and 
interpreted BRI of system claims as requiring conditional limitations

POST-SCHULHAUSER SUMMARY
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APPEALED CLAIMS IN SCHULHAUSER
Claim 1 Claim 11
A method for monitoring of cardiac conditions incorporating an 
implantable medical device in a subject, the method 
comprising the steps of:

A system for monitoring of cardiac conditions incorporating an 
implantable medical device in a subject, comprising:

collecting physiological data associated with the subject from 
the implantable device at preset time intervals, wherein the 
collected data includes real-time electrocardiac signal data, 
heart sound data, activity level data and tissue perfusion data;

means for collecting physiological data associated with the 
subject from the implantable device at preset time intervals, 
wherein the collected data includes real-time electrocardiac
signal data, heart sound data, activity level data and tissue 
perfusion data;

comparing the electrocardiac signal data with a threshold 
electrocardiac criteria for indicating a strong likelihood of a 
cardiac event;

means for comparing the electrocardiac signal data with a 
threshold electrocardiac criteria for indicating a strong 
likelihood of a cardiac event;

triggering an alarm state if the electrocardiac signal data is not 
within the threshold electrocardiac criteria;

means for triggering an alarm state if the electrocardiac signal 
data is not within the threshold electrocardiac criteria;

determining the current activity level of the subject from the 
activity level data if the electrocardiac signal data is within the 
threshold electrocardiac criteria;

means for determining the current activity level of the subject 
from the activity level data if the electrocardiac signal data is 
within the threshold electrocardiac criteria;

[remaining steps occur if the electrocardiac signal data is 
within the threshold]

[remaining elements depend on the electrocardiac signal data 
being within the threshold]
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METHOD CLAIM IN SCHULHAUSER
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Collecting an 
electrocardiac

signal

Comparing the 
electrocardic
signal with a 

threshold

Triggering an alarm 
state if the 

electrocardiac signal is 
not within the 

threshold

Determining activity 
level if the 

electrocardiac signal is 
within the threshold

Perform remaining steps 
that are based on the step 
of determining activity level
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• Appellant: Combination of prior art references fail to disclose a method step 
involving “current activity level” from the previous conditional limitation of 
“determining the current activity level of the subject from the activity level 
data if the electrocardiac signal data is within the threshold electrocardiac
criteria.”

• PTAB: The BRI of claim 1 “covers at least two methods
• One method in which the prerequisite condition for the triggering step is met
• Another method in which the prerequisite condition for the determining step is 

met.”  

• Thus, the Examiner only needs to find art for one of the “two 
methods” for a proper rejection
• In this case, the Examiner found art showing the “triggering” step, so a proper 

rejection does not require art showing the “determining” step or any of the steps 
depending on the “determining” step

METHOD CLAIM IN SCHULHAUSER
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• PTAB: Independent claim 11 is a system claim, so is directed to a different 
statutory class than process of claim 1

• “Although claim 11 recites functions that are substantially similar to the steps 
recited in the method of claim 1…[t]he broadest reasonable interpretation of 
a system claim having structure that performs a function, which only needs 
to occur if a condition precedent is met, still requires structure for 
determining the function should the condition occur.”

• All elements of claim 11 are means-plus-function recitations
• PTAB went through the specification and determined the structure corresponding 

to each means-for limitation
• Specification described a processor and provided an algorithm 

SYSTEM CLAIMS IN SCHULHAUSER
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• Only post-Schulhauser decision to interpret BRI of method claim as not
requiring a conditional limitation

• Discloses a wind power station
• Electric differential drive (6) operates as a generator when the speed of the system is high, 

and operates as a motor when the speed of the system is low

EX PARTE HEHENBERGER, APPEAL NO. 2015-007421 (JAN. 31, 2017)
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13. A method for operating an energy-generating installation, with a 
differential transmission with an electrical differential drive, the differential 
drive being connected via a frequency converter to a DC intermediate 
circuit to a network, the method comprising

supplying the differential drive with electrical energy with the aid of an 
electrical energy store in the DC intermediate circuit of the frequency 
converter in the case of a voltage dip or a power failure or an overvoltage 
of the network when the differential drive operates in an operating mode as 
a motor. 

APPEALED CLAIM IN EX PARTE HEHENBERGER
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• Examiner’s Answer: “in the case of a voltage dip or a power failure or an 
overvoltage of the network,” is not requirement of the BRI
• Conditional recitation “is a recitation of potential scenarios under which having an 

energy store available would be advantageous given the power network in each of 
those cases would fail to supply the differential drive with the electrical energy.”

• Appellant’s Reply Brief: The conditional recitations are a portion of claim 13 
“as they are not intended use of a structure.” 

EX PARTE HEHENBERGER (CON’T)
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• Majority opinion
• Does not cite Schulhauser
• The recitations of “in case of” and “when” “are not supported by the relied-upon 

disclosures. The Examiner pieces those disclosures together using impermissible 
hindsight in view of the Appellant’s Specification.”

• Concurring opinion
• Concurrence to explain why Schulhauser is not controlling
• “Because the ‘supplying step’ is the only step recited in the claim, one skilled in 

the relevant art would not have interpreted the ‘supplying’ step as [a] step that 
need not be performed if the condition precedent…is not met. Otherwise, the 
claimed method would not require any step at all, which would render the entire 
claim meaningless.”

• Outlier, or does Hehenberger stand for more? Perhaps time will tell.

EX PARTE HEHENBERGER (CON’T)
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• Ex parte Katz, Appeal No. 2010-006083 (March 29, 2011)
• Pre-Schulhauser, but cited for same rule as Schulhauser

• Claim 1 is a computer-implemented method. Appeal Brief argues that 
Examiner does not address the following clause:

only if said promotion qualification indicates that both said first product item and said 
second product item were received via said at least one input device at said POS during 
said purchase transaction, with said at least one processor, deducting from a charge for 
said purchase transaction a value of promotion associated with said second promotion and 
a value of promotion associated with said first promotion.

• BPAI decision dated Jan. 31, 2011 stated that the “ ‘if condition’ as employed 
in claim 1 is not a limitation against which prior art must be found.”

COMPARE/CONTRAST HEHENBERGER
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• Appellant files Request for Rehearing to revisit the interpretation of the “only 
if” clause.

• Appellant essentially argues that the BRI must be taken in light of the 
specification.
• The words of claim 1 do not make sense if the “only if” clause is not a 

requirement
• It is clear from the specification that the goal of the invention is accomplished by 

the “only if” clause of claim 1 

• BPAI rejects these arguments and maintains that conditional recitations in 
method claims are not required in the BRI. 

EX PARTE KATZ (CON’T)
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• What is a system claim?

• Means-plus-function
• Ex parte Schulhauser

• Computer-readable medium claim (i.e., Beauregard claim)
• Ex parte Blumenberg, Appeal No. 2015-007394 (Jan. 3, 2017)
• A machine readable non-transitory medium storing one or more programs for 

execution by one or more processing units of a data processing system, the 
one or more programs including instructions for…

• Computer Implemented System Claim with Functional Recitations
• Ex parte Conti, Appeal No. 2016-001320 (Feb. 10, 2017)
• A system, comprising: a processor; a direct memory access (DMA)…wherein 

the DMA determines…

POST-SCHULHAUSER SYSTEM CLAIMS
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• “Only if” 
• Ex parte Strub; Appeal No. 2015004750; April 22, 2017

• “When”
• Ex parte Nikoulina; Appeal No. 2016003107; Jan. 17, 2017

• “When desired” 
• Ex parte Walter; Appeal No. 2015006731; Nov. 29, 2016

• “Optionally”
• Ex parte Nikoulina; Appeal No. 2016003107; Jan. 17, 2017

• Performing “at least one of” A and B
• Ex parte Krieg; Appeal No. 2014001095; Jan. 13, 2017

• “Selecting between” modes…if one mode is selected then… 
• Ex parte Macq; Appeal No. 2015004822; December 19, 2016

POST-SCHULHAUSER – WHAT IS OPTIONAL?
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• Consider whether a system claim will establish a position of direct 
infringement for all potential parties in the supply chain
• To the degree it does not, consider whether a claim that provides a position of 

indirect infringement have any value?

• Method Claims – Consider the ramifications of Schulhauser

• If A is detected, then perform X
• The prior art does not need to detect A or perform X

• If A is detected, then perform X; if A is not detected, then perform Y
• A proper rejection only requires that the prior art EITHER detect A and perform X OR

not detect A and perform Y

• Detecting A; as a result of detecting A, performing X
• A proper rejection requires that the prior art detect A and, as a result, perform X 

DRAFTING TIPS FOR CONDITIONAL LIMITATIONS
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